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MODERNA
Ranges

Tempo MFC - 
Price Group 1

Image Gloss - 
Price Group 2

Kitchens

Tempo - 
Contemporary Square Profile Slab Door.
Produced from textured 18mm MFC +
edged with co-ordinated PVC lipping.
Selected to mix with other colours of
Tempo or as a contrast, mix with Image
Gloss.

Image Gloss - 
Square Slab Profile Door.
Produced from 18mm MFC + edged with 
co-ordinated PVC lipping. Gloss finish has flat 
mirror reflection.
Stand alone. Mix with other colours of Image or
mix with Tempo

Stone Grey Driftwood Halifax OakBoston ConcreteBardolino Oak Cascina Pine

White DakotaOyster Kashmir Grey Mist

MODERNA 
Creating european influenced
design for UK application.



Moderna takes its form from the simplistic square linear design, which is both
stunning and contemporary.

European influenced, designed for UK application.

Moderna is available in both Gloss and Matt finishes. It may be mixed in colour or finish, 
or as a standalone statement.

The sleek, uncluttered handleless styling is minimalistic, aesthetically impressive and affordable.
Cabinetry is bespoke to the doors and profiles, which have been carefully selected to compliment

the overall Kitchen design, and for the ease and comfort of their ergonomic function.
Available in five gloss colours and six matt colours, with a range content to cater for modest or

large open plan living,

MODERNA 
Gloss White - Gloss Grey Mist

MODERNA 
Gloss Dakota Grey - Driftwood
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The blend of timeless pale Gloss Grey and the earthy tones of oak from the
Bardolino region compliment each other remarkably well.

MODERNA 
Gloss Grey Mist - Bardolino Oak

MODERNA - Gloss White
Gloss White here as stand alone. 
This stunning look has timeless appeal.
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Character Rustic Oak meets contemporary Gloss White.
A perfect combination.

MODERNA 
Gloss White - Halifax Oak MODERNA - Kashmir

Stand alone Gloss Kashmir.
This neutral Grey has Taupe undertones, which allows
it to harmonise with many other colours.
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MODERNA  
Gloss Grey Mist with Gloss Dakota

MODERNA 
Halifax Oak - Gloss White

A marriage made in heaven.
The subtle tone of the Gloss Grey Mist mixes perfectly with the
strong tone of Gloss Dakota complimenting each other perfectly.

The perfect mix ‘n’ match combination.
The dynamic tones of Halifax Oak sits perfectly with 
the striking Gloss White, creating a stunning effect.
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Contemporary Gloss White mixed with Urban Industrial Concrete.

The perfect mix for the modernist.

MODERNA 
Gloss White - Boston Concrete

MODERNA  
Gloss Grey Mist with Cascina Pine 

Cascina Pine will create a contrast with its off white base,
whilst the strong grey tone is picked out by the Gloss Grey Mist.
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Dimensions
Door & Unit Sizes 2135mm (Max Ht) Height Configuration.

Door & Unit Sizes 2135mm (Max Ht) Housing Height Configuration.
Drawer Packs & Wall Units Sizes.

Dimensions shown are for door sizes only

Dimensions
Base Unit Corner Arrangements

Design & Guarantee Notes

Wall Unit Corner Arrangements

10-Year Guarantee
We are very confident within the quality of the kitchens we manufacture.  In the unlikely event that any of the units prove defective as a result of faulty design, materials or manufacturing processes, during a period of ten years from date of purchase, We will

replace or repair at our discretion, providing proof of purchase has been retained by the original purchaser.  The guarantee applies to units & doors only and excludes colour fade, due to mellowing & sunlight.
Any claims must be made as soon as the fault becomes apparent by the original purchaser, through the retailer whom the product was purchased.

Guarantee covers domestic installation only.

Refer to the price list & notes for width and range availability for the chosen door.
Please ensure all appliance housings are fully vented and that hob and extractor positioning meet the appliance manufacturers requirements, and that outputs are matched.

Free standing, Range and Slot in cookers we require 50mm air gaps and heat deflectors in accordance with the Installation and Door Care Leaflet.
All units are manufactured to within normal tolerances.

In the interests of continuing design development and product improvement we reserve the right to change colours, designs and specifications, or method of manufacture. Such changes may be made without prior notice and without incurring any obligation. 
Indications of colourways throughout the brochure are as accurate as printing processes will allow.

Moderna Kitchen appliance housings have been designed to fit appliances from most major manufacturers, but it is advisable to check with your local retailer prior to purchase to guarantee a fit and that venting tolerances are acceptable.
Prices are correct at time of going to press, however they may be subject to alteration. E+OE.

© Moderna Kitchens


